
Auset Egyptian Oracle Cards: Ancient Egyptian Divination and Alchemy Cards (Rockpool Oracle
Card Series) By konacoffeebelt.org Also known as Isis the most loved of all the Egyptian goddesses
Auset imbues these cards with her divine intuition which makes them highly accurate specific and
reliable for personal and professional readings. All the major gods and goddesses of ancient Egypt
offer their wisdom and guidance through the beautiful artwork of renowned spiritual artist Marie
Klement and the spiritually inspired writing of Elisabeth Jensen international teacher of Auset
Temple Healing and triple award winning psychic. Auset Egyptian Oracle Cards: Ancient Egyptian
Divination and Alchemy Cards (Rockpool Oracle Card Series)

This is probably the best Ancient Egyptian oracle deck you can get at the moment. they are unique
and beautiful and gorgeous and I like that not many people have them Paperback As a follower of
the beautiful Egyptian deities I love this oracle deeply loving and respectful the cards are beautiful
very happy with them Paperback Lovely quality cards with beautiful pictures. I recommend it to all
tarot and oracle users out there who want to connect with some ancient deities. Paperback Proud
owner of two packs of these amazing Auset oracle cards one for my alter for meditations and one for
divining. Cards are very direct and highly accurate and become and mystical and magical as you
respect each deity and connect with them: Channeling in guidebook of each deity is highly
interesting along with story of each and oracle answers are not fluffy yay ! Clear guidence readings
!, Yes I recommend buying � Paperback just love these cards.

Very smooth and easy to shuffle: The guide book is extremely thorough and gives you several ways
to interpret each card, I have started to use them in my practice and I have had very positive
feedback to them from everyone. Paperback This Tarot deck is amazing as it is beautiful � I love
working with this deck so much. Great for beginners as well as the booklet has an amazing amount
of information for each card. Well with having as part of your collection ��� Paperback I absolutely
love this deck. I purchased it to use in a class with the creator Elisabeth Jensen and it was such a
wonderful experience. I have quite a few Egyptian themed decks and this is by far the easiest one to
use. Highly recommended for anyone who is starting their work with the Neteru.

Auset Egyptian Oracle Cards give you the power to see and change your future, These 44 cards and
guidebook offer access to the magical powers and sacred wisdom of Auset Mother Goddess of
Healing and Prophecy. The cards are your standard oracle size and the card quality is excellent. I
had no problem shuffling and the deck stays in shape even if you riffle shuffle, As someone who has
studied history at university I felt an instant connection with this deck: I would like to note that
Auset is the original Egyptian name for Isis which is of course the Greco Romanisation of her name.
However that is the only card to maintain the original translation as the deck is focused on her and
Ma’at, Overall I have always felt a strong connection to ancient Egypt and these cards just speak to
me, The cards are beautiful lovely colourings just curious or even those who have been working with
these energies for years. Such beautiful energy from this deck and very accurate readings for me! x
Paperback This is one of my favorite decks, Looking forward to working my way through the very
detailed guide book which explains each card in depth and simply and using them to read for
friends. Paperback This deck was beautifully presented though to me not the most beautiful
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I really love this set. The artwork is so beautiful honouring each deity perfectly. Paperback
Elisabeth's cards are inspirational. They are easy to use and understand. I chose this deck because I
love Ancient Egypt. The imagery on each of the cards is well done. I am so glad I purchased. Very
basic. But the messages were very accurate for me personally. I received some important guiding
advice I had been missing. Definitepy would recommend. Paperback.


